COYOTE SHUTTLE, LLC
55 W 300 S, Moab, UT 84532
435-260-2097

EACH VEHICLE OWNER IS REQUIRED TO LEAVE THIS FORM IN THE LEAD VEHICLE
Hiring Agreement, Release and Assumption of Risk
I ____________________________________________________________________________(please print name), (Employer) Authorize and
grant permission to Coyote Shuttle, LLC,(Contractor) of 55W 300S, Moab, Utah to drive or otherwise transport the
described vehicle (Activity),
Make:____________________ Model:_____________________Color:______________Plate Number__________________,
from __________________________ to ____________________________ between the dates of ___________________________.
I, the vehicle owner or authorized user, am voluntarily participating in this Activity and acknowledge the element
of risk involved in all aspects of participation in a vehicle transfer which is described asthe transportation of my
vehicle on highways, state roads, rough dirt roads, poorly maintained roads or precipitous desert or mountain
roads between the above described two points. Risks include but are not limited to vehicle damage from
vandalism, theft, collisions, collisions with wild game or open range livestock on the road, auto accidents, trailer
failure, tire failure and windshield damage. I acknowledge that these dangers are inherent to the job and are not
driver error. I acknowledge and accept the inherent risks of vehicle transfers also include the parking of my
vehicle in unattended parking areas before and after the trip.
I expressly agree and promise to accept and assume all risks associated with participation in this agreement and
accept full responsibility for any loss of property damage, and all other damages that may be sustained by the
vehicle or contents. In consideration for being allowed to participate in this Activity, I release from liability and
waive my right to sue Contractor, their employees, officers, volunteers and agents from any and all claims,
including claims of Contractor’s negligence, resulting in damage or economic loss to my vehicle which may result
from my participation in this Activity.
I understand and agree that Contractor and it’s agents may adjust mirrors, seats, temperatures, radio, etc. in order
to operate vehicle in a safe and comfortable manner.
In the event that I file a lawsuit against Contractor, I agree to solely in the state of Utah, and I further agree that the
substantive law of that state shall apply in that action without regard to conflict laws of that state. I agree that if
any portion of this agreement is found to be void or unenforceable, the remaining portion shall remain in full force
and effect. Should Coyote Shuttle, LLC or anyone acting on their behalf, be required to incur attorney’s fees and
costs to enforce this agreement, I agree to indemnify and hold them harmless for all such fees and costs.
I understand I am solely responsible for insurance on the described vehicle and warrant that the insurance will be
in force at all times relevant to this agreement. I will also make sure the registration is current and the vehicle is in
road worthy condition.
SIGNATURE_____________________________________________________________________________DATE_______________________

REFUNDS/CANCELLATIONS
No refunds will be issued if upon our arrival the keys are not in the right place or if the key doesn’t work or the
vehicle is without fuel. There is no penalty for cancellations made 10 days prior to your launch date. Cancellations
less than 10 days and up to 6 days will be charged 50% of the total cost of the trip. Total trip cost will be forfeited
for any cancellation within 5 days of launch date. This applies to the entire reservation and to each vehicle.

COYOTE SHUTTLE, LLC
55 W 300 S, Moab, UT 84532
435-260-2097
EMPLOYER’S RESPONSIBILITY
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY/Yes, you need to read this please.
1. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT! All keys must be put in the prearranged places as noted above. You
must test the keys to make sure they not only start the car but that it will run. Newer cars will
only run with a specific key that has a chip or the electronic key fob and a copy won’t suffice. If
you lock the car with your fob but don’t leave us one, or one with a dead battery we won’t be able
to disarm the alarm and thus, can’t move your car which = a very sad situation for you! Again, the
last thing you should do before you launch is double check your key is where it is supposed to be!
2. SO IS THIS. You must leave signed WAIVER in vehicle. We cannot move your vehicle without
your authorization. Please leave under driver’s side floor mat of lead vehicle.
3. All changes, especially regarding keys, must be made prior to launch and must receive a
confirmation from Coyote Shuttle. There is no cell service at many of the launches, including
Potash, Mineral Bottom and Ruby Ranch.
4. Please make sure your tanks are FULL! PLEASE NOTE: We will not be responsible for vehicles
that run out of fuel and we will not transport vehicles left with empty tanks. A full tank is
enough for us to get to the takeout and you out to a gas station for Cataract Canyon and Labyrinth
Canyon. There is no need for you to leave extra money unless your vehicle is greedy.
5. If you leave money for a tip or for extra fuel, please make a note of it as any extra money will be
used to buy burgers at Ray’s Tavern in Green River. ;)
6. You must inspect your trailer before your trip to make sure the tires are inflated and bearings are
in good condition. Make sure the deck is secure even without a boat on it to hold it together. If
it is locked on, keys must be left in vehicle in an obvious place in case of trailer failure.
7. We will not be responsible for any costs incurred if your vehicle breaks down. We will do our
best to get it to a safe spot or follow your instructions specified below. You will be billed for any
additional service provided by Coyote Shuttle, LLC.
8. Do not leave trash or anything in the bed of trucks or trailers. Please deal with your trash before
you launch. It attracts animals and/or will blow out while driving and will cause a mess. If we
have to clean up your trash, we will put it inside your rig.
9. Please keep valuables hidden from view. In our 25+years, no one has ever reported damage to
vehicles or property loss at the parking areas but let’s not tempt anyone.
10. Vehicle must be insured and have a current registration.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS and VEHICLE IMPERFECTIONS. (Examples: “extra $$ is for tip (thank you), “fuel
gage doesn’t work”, “passenger window is broken”, “check engine light always on” etc.) CHANGES TO
RESERVATION DETAILS INCLUDING KEY PLACEMENT ARE TO BE MADE ONLY THROUGH THE OFFICE.
NOT HERE.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
If my vehicle or trailer becomes inoperable please: (Initial) 1. Tow to the nearest town and I will
reimburse all towing costs with credit card on file. ________ 2. Leave in as safe as possible location and I will
recover vehicle _______

